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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM, LIMITATIONS, AND
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

In determining a program to help an elementary

school perform its function 1n specific areas, the super

visor must first answer these questions:

"What do we want

the program to do?" and "What are its goals? 11

The elementary school has a great responsibility

since virtually all .Americans attend it during their most

impressionable years (4:5).

With one of the primary pur

poses of the school the perpetuation of society, the

curriculum must be organized so it can fully educate each

student.

The two areas most important for the child to learn

are reading and computation.

How well he learns these

governs his progress in other learning areas.
I.
Statement gL

THE PROBLEM

lli problem.

The purpose of this study

was to review the literature written about different pro

grams individualizing the reading program so as to enable
the writer to judge their worth in a given situation.

area of reading was chosen for this study because more

The

time is spent teaching and practicing reading skills than

2

is spent on any other subject.
Further, the writer will attempt to present the
steps used in instituting a program in a school.

Implement-

ing or revising any program takes careful analysis by an
entire staff, but certain steps and procedures should be
followed after the staff has agreed on the plan of action.
Importance .2l,

~

study.

It is important that each

school continually evaluate its program in relation to its
own needs and situation.

When considering changing a

method or curriculum, each school should weigh carefully
the educational benefits in relation to (1) student needs,
(2) community requirements, (3) staff proficiency, and
(4) staff preparedness.
Knowing the new trends in reading programs, weighing
the studies and research carefully, being familiar with
the procedures involved in instituting a new program, a
supervisor and staff are more likely to consider new
approaches.

Granite Falls, like many schools, has not

caught up with the advancements in reading instruction.
This study was an attempt to ascertain whether one of the
new programs will benefit children in this school.

II.

LIMITATIONS

Approximately three hundred articles on education
appear in magazines and journals annually, making it

3

virtually impossible to read all the material pertaining to
this study.

The material in this study is limited to

periodicals listed in the Educational Index and other sources
recommended by the writer's instructors.
The program selected will be one that seems most
suited to a small elementary school.

The program selected

by this study is not intended to be put into use in the
Granite Falls Elementary School without careful considera
tion by the entire school staff.

The writer hoped he

would gain sufficient knowledge to lead the staff in this
school.

III.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Basal reading program.

In the basal reading program

a specific series of readers by the same publisher are
adopted throughout the school.

Accompanied by teacher's

manuals that provide for gradation, variety of materials,
organization, and content, they are based on years of
research.
The modern basic series is constructed on four main
principles:
l.

Provides continuity of growth in reading,
skills, habits, and attitudes.

2.

Provides for a wide variety of reading activities.

3.

Provides a complete organization of reading
experiences.

4
4.

Provides for a worthwhile content of ideas

(17:148).

I!!.! Joplin plan. In the Joplin plan, developed in
Joplin, Missouri, by Cecil Floyd, the children in grades
four, five, and six are taught in homogeneous groups.

The

pupils in each group fall into a narrow reading-level
range.

The teachers involved schedule their reading per

iods for the same hour, the students changing rooms to the
appointed reading teacher.

Youngsters, regardless of

grade level, are placed according to their reading ability
as determined by standardized tests and teacher judgment.
Individualized reading program.

In the individual

ized reading program the youngsters select their own
reading material with the guidance of the teacher.

Each

student is given opportunity for independent reading and
culminating activities, individual pupil-teacher confer
ences, and work in small groups.

Teacher grouping is

based on one specific skill or part of a skill, and for
as long as necessary to improve that skill.
Jeannette Veatch defines this program as (19:195):
An individualized reading program provides each
child with an environment which allows him to seek
that which stimulates him, choose that which helps
him develop most, and work at his own rate regardless
of what else is going on. Seeking, self-direction,
and pacing are the concepts that give individualized
reading its unusual quality.

I!!!

Ill
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Castle plan.

The New Castle plan developed

by Glenn McCracken makes use of film strips based primarily
on basal readers.

Each filmstrip frame is made to illus

trate a particular lesson from the basic reader.

The

children discuss the picture and several children go to the

screen to point out things of interest.

When the children

u nderstand the problem, they go to their seats and the
teacher tells them that additional information will be
found in their books.

The reading text is similar to the

films except the material is a little more extensive.

This

can be used on a total class basis or with small groups.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
When the supervisor and his staff are selecting the

best type of program tor a given school, they should first
outline the knowledges, skills, attitudes, and personal

qualities they wish boys and girls to achieve.

Respons

ibility tor the construction of the curriculum belongs to

everyone interested in the best program the school can

provide, from the parent to the superintendent.

A program, however, will only be as effective as

the person responsible for its implementation--the class

room teacher.

The teacher needs to understand the develop

mental patterns of individuals, remembering

the variations within one age legel are tar greater
than between one age level and the next • • • •
Learning takes place as a result of the learner
responding to the situation as he sees it, in terms
of his goals; that is, the attempt to satisfy his
needs and wants. The teacher must know as much about
each learner as possible and try to understand his
needs and wants (12:40,72).
Knowing this and attempting to meet these needs

with a program of reading best suited to the situation, a
review should be made of the reading programs now in use.
The following discussion is of some best practices found

in elementary schools today.
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I.

THE BASAL READING PROGRAM

The basal and co-basal programs will be the basis
for reading instruction in most schools for some time to
come since they are the dominant reading programs used in
our schools today.

Gates wrote that in 1958 about 99 per

cent of the classrooms in America used this approach (7:84).
used:

Leo Fay states (6:346) the reason they are widely

They are well organized, with highly developed
programs for the sequential learning of skills in
both word study and comprehension. They are easily
adapted to individual or group instruction. Format
is typically excellent, with a wide range of story
content usually included • • • •
H�, however, also warns that the basal reader tends
to dominate reading instruction so completely that
all too often they have become the total program.
Furthermore, the basal reader as it has been used by
many teachers has tended to lockstep reading instruc
tion. Children are forced to follow the pattern of
the book rather than have books adjusted to their
particular developmental patterns. There is a grow
ing feeling that vocabulary and thought may be
overcontrolled, particularly as the child becomes
more fluent in his reading • • • • it is hard to find
one set of materials that will fit the needs of all
children within a classroom • • •
Many schools have developed a co-basal program in
which they have adopted two or more series of readers
throughout the school to broaden the scope of their
instruction and give a broader background to the student.
Hildreth states that the school should purchase
multiple copies of several leading series at every level

8
and maintain them at a central depository (9:273).

With a

wide selection of books to choose from, the teacher could
group individuals within the classroom.

This has been

common in many classrooms for years, but a big problem is
presenting books the slow reader has "read11 or encroaching
on material that is to be used in the next grade.

II.

THE JOPLIN PLAN

This approach to reading was founded in Joplin,
Missouri, by Cecil Floyd, who felt that children were being
grouped in grades merely as an administrative device.

In

a study he made in a fifth grade room, he found only one
child reading at that level, the others read anywhere from
the second to the eighth grade (18:108).

He felt that the

greatest variety of reading skills came in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades; therefore, he would group these
children at their proper reading levels and let them learn
at their own speed.

One good feature is that it wouldn't

be necessary to add additional staff members.

The children

need only be regrouped according to their abilities.
The program is set up with all grades four, five,
and six scheduling reading for the same period, and when
the bell rings, the students move to their reading class
room.

A period of about 50 minutes is set aside and, in

Lancaster where the plan was put into effect in the fall

9

of 1958, Ernest Dominy was enthusiastic about the results.
He says, "Naturally this special reading program does not
solve all the reading difficulties, but certainly it is a
step in the right direction.

The students and teachers

are full of enthusiasm for reading and expect to make ·even
greater progress in the future 11 (3:25).
Dividing by the number of students, the average gain
for a four month period was 7.2 months.

Some made little

or no gain, some gained as much as thirty months.
Students are not required to make book reports but
may if they wish.

Conventional report cards are not sent

out under this program; instead, detailed progress reports
go to the parents telling them about the skills, word
attack, silent reading, comprehension, etc. based on the
individual development of their child.

Mr. Dominy stated that the purchase of new basic

texts are necessary 1n order to maintain high interest

(3:17). The program should be presented from these basic

texts because they provide the fundamental skills of
reading taught at the various levels.

Other materials

are used to supplement this program.
Three fourth grade teachers of the Chase Street
School, Athens, Georgia, divided their groups into six
ability groups for a cross grade variation of the Joplin
plan.

Each teacher took two groups for one hour in the

morning for six months.
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In the results the median growth

range was from nine months to one year, two months.

The

teachers realized that not all the gain was due to the
program.

Some was due to their enthusiasm and the amount

of uninterrupted instruction period.
They concluded that the cross-class grouping was
more efficient in terms of teacher and pupil time and
effort than with the regular self-contained class grouping
(1:307).

Some limitations to consider are:

1.

further class grouping, since differences will
still exist;

2.

because teachers contact with many of the
children is limited, there may be a tendency
to present materials and skills, and neglect
individual children's needs;

3.

in the reports this writer has read, the child
ren from the fifth and sixth grades do not
mind being with children of the fourth grade
because of their success; would this be true
in all communities?

The real issue in the use of this plan is whether
or not the self-contained classroom with its emphasis
on close teacher-pupil relationship and the integra
tion of curriculum areas has greater merit than a plan
of organization that reshuffles children by the degree
of skill they have in a given area (6:347).

III.

THE INDIVIDUALIZED READING PROGRAM

11

The concept of the individualized reading program

is based on the idea that each child in an ordinary

classroom is at his own level of achievement in reading.

Individualized reading is a way of thinking about
reading--an attitude toward the place reading has in
the total curriculum, toward the materials and methods
used, and toward the child's developmental needs (11:76).
A program in which each individual youngster is

considered important and is given opportunities to prove

self-worth will help children grow and will achieve one

of the aims of education--that each person feels he has a

contribution to make to society.

The advocates of this

plan say that the pupils and teachers involved are

enthusiastic.

Can second graders use this self selection satis

factorily?

Antoinette McChristy, Principal, Christian

Sorensen School, California, did a comparative study

between eight second grade groups using four classes as

control groups in the conventional methods, while four

other classes were the experimental groups using the self

selection method.

The study indicated that these second

grade youngsters in the experimental groups were able to
select material which promoted reading growth.

"Therefore,

it is concluded that self-selection in reading may be used
successfully at the second grade level" (10:89).

Kingsley (8:209) reported that after a year only
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six of the twenty-seven pupils in a sixth grade class were
reading up to grade expectancy.

The average growth during

an eight month program was six and one-half months in
vocabulary, ten months in speed, and twelve months in

comprehension.

Is this due to method or awareness of

individual needs?

An individualized program has many variations, but

1n general the students are allowed to browse the library

to select a book to read.

When selection is made, the

pupil reads the book and selects one of the many culminating
activities.

There are many opportunities to share a book

with the group, small group discussion, or creative dis

play of a book by an individual or a group that has read
the same book.

The teacher and the pupils keep a record of the

books read, activities completed, and progress made by

each participant.

The teacher must keep an accurate

account of the necessary skills needed by her group in
order to teach the specific skills to each student or

group as required.

For reference, a list of these reading

skills needed in grades one through six is given in Walter

Barbe's book, Personalized Reading Instruction (2:152-205).

Lazar presents some of the problems that administra

tors and staff should be concerned with in initiating an

individualized program (11:81):
1.
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The greatest problem is getting the right kinds
of materials.

2. A second problem is getting sufficient quan
tities to provide for the wide range of abil
ities.

3.
4.

It is difficult to keep a steady flow of new
materials and withdraw those no longer in use.
Can all teachers undertake this approach to
reading?

Also some critics are concerned about the laissez

faire introduction of skills with no set developmental

skills program.

One of the main features seems to be the attitude

of the children involved.

from Bonney (19:148):

Some typical pupil statements

I like the reading period because I can read more
and better stories. I don't like it because I fet so
interested sometimes that I read when I shouldn t.

Reading is more of a pleasure for me. I get a book
I really enjoy reading. It was never interesting
listening to others read and missing lots of words.

Since I get more help from the teacher, I work
harder myself.

The interest of both teacher and pupil seems to run

high in this plan. Young (19:213) states, "We don't have
any dull moments 1n my fifth grade class because we are

simply too busy--working, sharing, and living." Newman
reports (19:216):

Here is a program that in actual practice has

14

developed a love and respect for reading in almost
every child exposed to it and at the same time has
stressed skills teaching based on individual needs
and differences.
IV.

THE NEW CASTLE PLAN

The New Castle plan was established at the Thaddeus
Stevens School in New Castle, Pennsylvania, by Glenn

McCracken.

Its purpose was to thoroughly test the cor

related image projected on a screen as a medium for reading
instruction at the primary grade level.

In 1949, the first year this program was introduced,

in three first grade classes the results showed that the

poorest scores for each class were 2.45, 2.18, and l.99-

all at the level of second grade reading achievement.

"Not

only was there no poor score, but there was no score below
the established norm for the grade 11 (15:14).

This seems

remarkable because in the usual first grade class there

always seems to be one or two that do not learn to read.

Here, in three classes of normal I. Q., they are all reading.
Looking into a classroom using this approach, we

might see a group of youngsters gathered around a 3 x 4
foot screen.

The images on the screen are in color and

about the height of the children.

The teacher is intro

ducing a discussion of the image, and the children are

entering into the discussion, many of them going to the

screen to point out things of interest.
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Games are played

and the reticent child is encouraged to go to the screen.

When the children understand the problem and its solution,
the teacher has the children find the similar lesson in

their books, where they will find additional interesting

things to do.

The filmstrips look similar to the textbooks

except that in the books the material has been rearranged
and is more extensive.

This is to add interest and provide

the teacher with opportunities for testing.

Mintz, a first grade teacher at Boulevard School

in Cleveland Heights, Ohio, used this program in 1957-58.

The range at the end of the year was 2.40 to 2.98, in 1958-

59 the range was 2.38 to 3.45 as recorded from results

of the Gates Primary Reading Tests. Further results at
this school showed that of 542 pupils completing first

grade, the average grade level of reading was 2.7, with

106 scoring 2.0 or below. Miss Mintz' class at the end
of the second grade ranged from 3.4 to 6.2 (13:27-28).

Pupils do not maintain as rapid a growth as they do
in the first grade, but they do continue to read above
average. In a first grade class the poorest score was
2.08 and that was by a boy with an I. Q. of 82. In
the second grade the median grade score was 3.9, with
the boy with the 82 I. Q. scorin� 2.7. In third grade
the median was 5.1, with the boy s score 3.5. In
sixth grade this class' median grade score was 8.4,
and the only one to fall below average was the boy
with the 82 I. Q., and he was within three months of
the national average (14:548).
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In a ten year period at New Castle, using the visual

phonics method, reading achievement has improved about 40
per cent (14:547).

This program is sometimes called the

visual-phonic method because when the image was shown on
the chalkboard, the children could actually mark otf

begimll.ing, medial, and ending sounds; pronounce letter
combinations as they work with them; and show how the

sounds go together to form words.

The evidence seems to indicate that this plan is

valuable, especially to the slow learner.

Its main weak

ness seems to be its inability to adjust to individual

needs; as a result, the growth of the more able student
may be limited.

One value of the program is the intense interest

of the student to the film image.

"Beginning classes often

work vigorously and excitedly on one lesson for nearly an
hour at a time with scarcely a glance away from the

screen tt (14:546).

The development of communication as the

children lead and enter into discussion, opportunities

for the reticent pupil to gain confidence as he works at

the screen leading a discussion, and elimination of many
discipline problems are some other recommendations for
the program.

CHAPTER III
SELECTING .AN INDIVIDU.ALIZED READING PROGRAM
FOR THE GRANITE FALLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The writer realizes that changes in program come

only after long evaluation by the total staff.

When a

supervisor shares the responsibility of selecting a program

with his staff, they assume a responsibility to implement
the program.

In evaluating the four programs reviewed

in chapter two for possible use in the Granite Falls
Elementary School, it is necessary to take a look at that
school and to set up criteria for the reading program.
Granite Falls is located in a small logging com
munity in Northwestern Washington, with a population of
six hundred.

There are about 270 students in kindergarten

through sixth grade, including 115 pupils in grades four,
five, and six.

The nine teachers, plus the one-half day

music teacher and one-half day librarian, vary in exper
ience from twenty years to one year.

The school plant is

about six years old and in good repair.

ill available

space is being used at the present time.
I.

CRITERIA

In selecting the program the first step is to set
up the standards or criteria on which the selection will

be based.
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The following list of criteria need to be con-

sidered by the supervisor and staff:
l.

The staff should consider the effectiveness of
the new program in terms of a testing program.
Is it easy to evaluate?

2.

The new program should be adequately staffed.
(Funds at the present time do not allow for
the hiring of additional staff.)

In addition to the foregoing criteria, the program
should be evaluated in terms of the following:

3.

Providing for individual differences.

4.

Recognizing interest and purpose as important

5.

Allowing a child to learn and develop at his

factors in learning.
own pace.

Does not demand that he fit into

a pre-determined "grade level. 11
6.

Recognizing the importance of a child's physical
and mental health in relating to learning.

7.

Emphasizing the need for active participation

8.

Providing consistently successful experiences

of the child in the learning process.
in.reading which make the child the best
reader of which he is capable.

9.

Supplying methods and materials suited to the
child's own assets, purposes, and needs.

10.
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Giving children opportunity to read in normal

11.

Giving teachers opportunity for flexibility in

12.

Including reading activities which develop skills

13.

Recogn1z1ng the opportun1t1es for the develop

situations.

methods and use of materials.

in functional ways.

ment of skills in the content areas.

ill

phases of the curriculum offer interesting and
purposeful materia1s for reading (11:76-77).

II.

EVALUATION

The second step in the selection of a program is

the eva1uation of various programs, using the established
criteria.

Table I shows how each program meets the criteria

established.

It will be noted that all four programs

meet criteria one, two, and twelve.

The basal reader

program is well organized into sequential steps and pre

sents reading skills in a more logical order than any other

program, but it does not meet many of the other criteria.
It does not meet criteria three, five, six, and eight

because many teachers use the basal text to lockstep

instruction and the pupils are forced to follow the book
rather than having the book adapted to them (6:346).

The
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basal or co-basal program can not be rejected altogether
since the weakness seems to lie in its use rather than the
book itself.

Evens says (5:275):

Recent research has proven rather conclusively that
the traditional 11 group 11 method of teaching reading
fails to maintain the interest of the children and is
furthermore an inefficient way of using the limited
time available to most teachers for reading instruction.
The table shows that the individualized reading
program meets all criteria that have been set up.

Reading

is an individual skill, and the purpose of this plan is to
have each student developing at his own rate.

Some of the

disadvantages of this plan seem to be the expense involved
in purchas'ing large amounts of reading material, the type
of skills program involved, and whether all teachers are
confident enough to teach this method.
The Joplin plan rates second highest, meeting all

but one criterion (the opportunity to develop skills in the
content areas) because the youngsters are separated from
their normal classroom atmosphere and content area materials.
»nphas1s 1s placed on skills and enriching each pupil's

reading experiences.

If this program is to be successful,

there must be a close relationship among the teachers to
share information about students so the program does not
become material-centered.

The New Castle plan has shown impressive results

in the studies with first graders (15:14: 13:27-28) but
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TABLE I
EVALUATION OF READING PROGRAMS
~

Cl)

bl)
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0

~

Hn
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r-f
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l7l

aS

0

~~
r-f
z P-t
Q)

l.

Test to determine effectiveness of
instruction

X

X

X

X

2.

Will not include additional staff
members

X

X

X

X

3.

Provide for individual differences

X

X

4.

Recognizes interest and purpose as
important factors in learning

X

X

5.

Allows child to develop at his
own pace

X

X

6.

Recognizes importance of child's
physical and mental health

X

X

X

7.

]mphasizes need for active participation of learner

X

X

X

8.

Provides constantly successful
experiences in reading

X

X

X

9.

Supplies methods and materials
suited to child's assets, purposes,
needs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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9

X

10.

Gives opportunities to read in
normal situations

11.

Gives teacher opportunity for
flexibility

12.

Include reading activities which
develop skills in functional ways

X

X

13.

Recognizes opportunities for development of skills in content areas

X

X

6

13

TOTALS

X

X
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when used with the entire class would have a tendency to
limit the superior child.

This limitation is the reason

the New Castle plan did not measure up to criteria three
and five.

Because of its dependence on the filmstrip and

basal text for 1nstruotion, it did not fulfill criteria
ten and thirteen.
The Joplin plan was selected because:
1.

the individualized program would be too expensive to put into operation throughout even
the intermediate grades;

2.

not all teachers feel confident in teaching in
the individualized method;

3.

the Joplin plan would give the teacher more
flexibility so that if one teacher felt she
would like to try individualizing in her room,
she could;

4.

it is second in meeting the criteria established.

III.

THE PROGRAM

Granite Falls will have four possible reading
teachers in the program in grades four through six with
a total of 115 students.

!!!hey will be divided with each

teacher receiving 29 students arranged 1n order of ability
determined by standardized diagnostic reading tests and
teacher judgment.

The class schedule during the 50
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minute reading period will be determined by each teacher,
but a sample schedule would be:

thirty minutes on Monday,

Wednesday, and Friday for skills and phonics, with twenty
minutes for recreational reading.

On Tuesday and Thursday,

the total fifty minutes would be used for skills, phonics,
and related activities.

In the next chapter the writer will discuss the

activities involved in implementing the Joplin plan in the
Granite Falls Elementary School.

OH.APTER IV
INSTITUTING AND ADMINISTERING AN
INDIVIDUALIZED READING PROGRAM
In successfully instituting any program, the staff
must be involved as co-author with the principal.

If the

staff is involved in the selection, they are more obligated
to fulfill the objectives of the program.

The aim of this

chapter is to show the steps in instituting and administering a new program in a medium size elementary school.
September.

In the two day pre-school workshop:

1.

Review techniques of reading instruction.

2.

Review skills developed at each grade level.

3.

Select materials to teach the reading skills
needed by each teacher's group.

4.

Review the self-help reading aids, such as
SRA reading laboratory or the controlled
reader.

5.

Determine which staff members will teach at
which level.

There will be four rooms with approximately 29
pupils in each class.

These will be divided with teacher

A taking the top 29, teacher B taking the next 29, and so
forth.

6.

Plan publicity to the community.
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Is a reporter

going to be called into one of the planning
sessions to write stories and possibly take

pictures?

If not, possibly one of the staff

members will write the story.

7. Plan for a parent meeting in which the school

will ask for parent participation in the new
venture.

If the program was presented by a

panel of the teachers involved, it would show
that this was a co-operative venture and par
ents could get answers to their questions
directly from the people working with their
children.

8.

Stock room libraries with books on all levels,
reminding the teacher that she should be

familiar with the level of the books in her

library (the librarian can help in this).
9.

Hear reports from teachers who have attended
workshops, classes, or visited schools where
the Joplin plan was in use.

10.

Have the librarian set up a schedule with each
teacher in the building for the use of the
library.

After school is in session:

1.

Publish press releases, if not already printed.

2.

Meet with the parents.

3.

Conduct a student assembly.
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4.

Have teachers observe student reading habits

5.

Administer standardized diagnostic reading

for the first two weeks.
tests; after two weeks, the division of
students is based on test scores and teacher

6.

judgment.
Have a test specialist meet with the teachers
to help them interpret the test scores.

7.

8.

Divide youngsters into the four reading classes.
Meet with teachers to discuss individuals.

The

third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grade teachers
discuss individuals in order to familiarize

9.

themselves with each youngster.

Review permanent record files of the students
with the teachers, noting past teacher reports,
past standardized test scores, and health
records.

10.

Keep the channels of communication open within
the school, between the school and superinten
dent, and between the school and community.

11.

Provide the necessary materials to the staff.

12.

Consult with staff on a continuing basis.
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October.
l.

Send a letter to parents reminding them of the
coming parent-teacher conferences.

No grades

will be given for reading.
2.

3.

Send special notices to parents (poor work slips).
Hold small group conference with upper grade
teachers to cheok on materials, evaluate
briefiy, discuss coming parent-teacher
conferences.

4.

Send brief article to newspaper, keeping them
posted.

November.
1.

Parent-teacher conferences.

School is out one

hour early.
2.
3.

Discuss with students their viewpoint on the
program-record typical statements .

.Inv1te parents to visit the school during
American Education Week so they may see the
new plan in action.

4.

Call the local paper and have them take pictures,
if possible, of all phases of the school pro
gram for publication.

The more the public

understands what is being done in the school,
the more they will back the program.
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December.
1.

Conduct a staff meeting to discuss implications
of the program, building-wide.

Get the impres

sions of teachers not directly involved in the
2.

3.

program and the impressions of their pupils.

Plan whether to test at the half way point and
again at the end oi just in the Spring.

when?

If so,

Exchange teaching materials that are no longer
used in each room.

January.

1.

Conduct a one day workshop at the end of the

2.

Send an article to the newspaper about the

3.

Send out report cards, remembering that no grade

semester to evaluate the program thus far.
results of the evaluation.
is given for reading.

Instead of the report

card, a letter is sent explaining the knowl

edges, skills, improvement, and weaknesses of
each student.

:February.

1.

Present a program at the PT-A meeting giving

the results thus far and asking for parent
reactions.
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March.
l.

2.

Send pupil reports to the parents.
Exchange teaching materials no longer used in
each room.

April.
1.

Hold a faculty meeting to set up testing dates
for the reading tests in May.

1.

Administer the standardized achievement reading
tests.

2.

Call in the testing specialist to help interpret

3.

Have students evaluate the program.

4.

Have the parents at the PT-A evaluate the

the test results.

program.

Note the general trend of attitude

of both student and parent.
June.

1.

Conduct a two day workshop.

2.

Make a thorough evaluation of the program,

weighing test results, teacher judgment, stu
dent attitude, and parent's evaluation.

3.

Make recommendations for the next term.

4.

Suggest additional materials.

5.
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Send the newspaper the results of the new program.

The foregoing list of activities should not be con
strued as being complete, nor is it to be used in its
entirety.

The writer hopes that this may serve as a guide

1n the implementation of a new program..

Many problems

arise that are peculiar to each situation and must be
dealt with in the light of "What is best for the child."

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The elementary school has a growing responsibility.

These six years of school life are second only to the first
six years of life in the formation of a child's apprecia
tions, attitudes, and personality.

The education he

receives here forms his whole educational structure.
The elementary supervisor, as the educational leader
of the school, has the obligation to operate the "best"
school with the "best" curriculum that the staff can devise;
not on:).y in the area of reading but also in all areas of
the curriculum.
I.

SUMMARY

This paper has reviewed four programs for the
teaching of reading:

the basal reader, the Joplin plan,

individualized reading, and the New Castle plan.
the programs have strengths and weaknesses.

All of

Therefore,

the supervisor and staff considering a new program for
improving their present program need to first set up the
aims, goals, or criteria they wish to accomplish.

Secondly

they should study the proposed programs in relation to
these criteria.

All four of the programs reviewed in this study
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have merit, and for the best results perhaps a combination
of programs would be better than one by itself.

The

individualized program seems to fulfill all of the criteria
listed in Chapter III, but has three important disadvantages:
l.

The expense in supplying the amount of materials
necessary;

2.

3.

Not all teachers would feel competent to teach
this method;
There must be careful consideration given to
the skills program.

The Joplin plan was the second highest in number of
criteria met.

When administering this program the super

visor should watch that the teachers do not become content
centered.

This is the program tentatively selected to be

instituted in the Granite Falls Elementary School because
it meets most of the criteria yet leaves the teacher with
flexibility of method within the classroom.
The New Castle plan 1s especially suited for the
primary grades and the slow learner, showing very impres
sive results.

The basal readers will never really leave

the classroom, but they must be used wisely to include
variety and individual differences.
II.

CONCLUSION

Learning takes place as a result of the learner

reacting to the situation as he sees it (12:72).
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A:Ay' pro-

gram will only be as effective as the teacher who administers
it.

The teacher needs to know the educational objectives

for her grade level; then, to the best of&!£ ability, see
that the students attain these goals and skills to the best
of their ability.
A supervisor and staff that proceed together in
instituting a new program derive many valuable experiences.
In evaluating the new programs, they learned skills in
0

defining goals and establishing standards by which to

judge the amount of change; collecting evidence of change;
applying the criteria and making judgments about the worth
of the change; and revising plans in terms of the judgments"

(20:25).

In addition, the staff has an opportunity to

evaluate students in relation to the criteria established •
.Uso it is possible the teacher will develop a renewed
awareness of the child as an individual.
In conclusion, the writer feels the greatest value
derived from a study of a new program by a faculty is the
personal growth of its members and the unity fostered
through working out comm.on problems.
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